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AVERAGING OPERATORS IN C(S) AND

LOWER SEMICONTINUOUS SECTIONS OF CONTINUOUS MAPS

BY

SEYMOUR Z. DITORÍ1)

ABSTRACT.     For certain kinds of compact Hausdorff spaces  S, necessary

and sufficient topological conditions are provided for determining if there  exists

a norm 1 projection of  C(S) onto any given separable selfadjoint subalgebra  A,

the conditions being in terms of the decomposition that  A  induces on  S.   In ad-

dition, for arbitrary  S  and selfadjoint closed subalgebra   A of  C(S), some results

on lower bounds for the norms of projections of  C(S) onto   A  are obtained.   An

example is given which shows that the greatest lower bound of the projection

norms need not be attained.

1.   Introduction.   Let S and T be compact Hausdorff spaces and let rp be a

continuous map of S onto  T.   By a iregular) averaging operator for </>, we mean

a continuous linear transformation u (of norm 1) from  C(S) to C(T) satisfying

uigcß) = g for all g £ C(T), where C(X) denotes the Banach space of all bounded

real or complex continuous functions on  X  with the sup norm.   If cf> : C(T)  —►

C(S) is the isometric embedding which takes g e C(T) into gcp, then the above

condition on  u can be written  ucf>   = i^r/f\, and it is clear that </> admits a (re-

gular) averaging operator u ii and only if there is a continuous projection  P (of

norm 1) of C(S) onto its subalgebra <p C(T), where u and  P are related by P =

d) u.

In the first part of this paper, we answer a question raised by  Pejfczyiiski

[9, Problem 3, p. 65] concerning the existence of regular averaging operators.

Let F(S) denote the collection of all closed nonempty subsets of S.   A mapping

$: T —*F(S) is called a lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.) section of r/3 if (i) <ï>(i) C

<p_1(i)  for all  t £ T, and (ii) <E> is l.s.c, i.e., the set \t £ T: VO$(<) 4 0 Î  is

open for every open   V C S; a continuous section of t/j is a continuous map  6: T

—>S  such that  dit) £ cf>~  it) tot all  t £ T (i.e., a single-valued l.s.c. section of

</>).   Following Pejezyiiski [9], a compact Hausdorff space which is the continu-
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ous image of a Cantor space Í0, l!m, for some cardinal m, by a map which admits

a regular averaging operator, is called a Milutin space.   (It can be shown, for ex-

ample, that any product of compact metric spaces is a Milutin space [9, Theorem

5.6, p. 32].)   We show that if S is a Milutin space and T is metrizable, then </>

admits a regular averaging operator if and only if c/> admits a l.s.c. section; if,

in addition,   T is totally disconnected, then c/> admits a regular averaging oper-

ator if and only if </> admits a continuous section.   Necessary and sufficient con-

ditions are then given for an arbitrary continuous surjection to admit a l.s.c. sec-

tion in terms involving the decomposition içS- (t)\teT and its limit sets (relative

to the finite topology of  F(S) defined in §2).

In the remainder of the paper, we consider the question of lower bounds for

the norms of averaging operators.   From one basic proposition, we obtain, as cor-r

ollaries, an ultimate form of Arens' "3 - 2/n lower bound theorem" [2, Theorem

3.1] and a generalization of Pe^czynski's theorem on maps of Cantor type [9,

Proposition 9.8].   Obtainable as well is a theorem of Amir [1, Theorem l] on lower

bounds for the norms of projections of B(S, 1) onto C(S), fot fields 1 containing

a base for the topology of S (see Remark 5.7).   Another consequence of this lemma

is a proof of the existence of an uncomplemented selfadjoint subalgebra of C[0, l]

which is isometrically and algebraically isomorphic to C[0, 1] (equivalently,

there is a continuous map of the unit interval onto itself which admits no averag-

ing operator).   We close with an example which solves Problem 4 of [9] and an-

swers some other questions as well: namely, we exhibit a continuous surjection

which admits an averaging operator of norm  < 1 + e, tot each e > 0, but admits no

regular averaging operator.

2.   Preliminaries.   For a compact Hausdorff space X, let M(X) denote the

Banach space of all (real or complex) finite regular Borel measures on  X with

the norm   \\p\\ = \p\(X),  where \p\   is the total variation of p.   By the Riesz repre-

sentation theorem, we can identify  M(X) with  C(X)*, the dual of  C(X), and for

p £ M(X),   f £ C(X) we shall write both p(f) and //dp interchangeably.   The

probability measures on X ate the positive measures in M(X) of norm   1.   For p

£ M(X), the support of p, or support p, is the set of points x £ X for which

|tj.|(V) / 0  for every neighborhood  V of x; it is.the smallest closed subset K oí

X for which |ii|(K) = \\p\\.   The unit point mass at x £ X is denoted by px and

is that measure in M(X) satisfying px(f) = f(x) tot all / £ C(X).   The weak* topol-

ogy in M(X) is the weakest topology on M(X) for which all the functions in C(X),

as linear functionals on  M(X), are continuous.   Hence, a net of measures pa

converges to a measure p weak* in M(X) if and only if pA\f) —> p(f)  tot all / £

C(X).   The map x —> p    is a homeomorphism of X into the space M(X) endowed

with the weak* topology.
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Much of the following lemma is proved in [9, Proposition 4.1, p. 22]. The

remainder follows easily from the definitions except that in (ii), part (a), we use

the fact that fgcpdp = /gdip.cp~ l) for g £ C(T),   p £ M(S)   (see p. 163 of [5]).

Lemma 2.1.   Let S, T be compact Hausdorff spaces and cf>: S —>T a con-

tinuous surjection.   Let u  be a linear transformation from  C(S)   to the vector

space of scalar-valued functions on  T.    For t £ T, define p    on  C(S)  by p.if)

= uif)it).

(i)   u is a continuous linear operator from C(S) to C(T) if and only if t —►

p   is a continuous map from  T to the space M(S) endowed with the weak* to-

pology; moreover,   ||z/|| = sup !||p,|| : t £ T\.

(ii)   // u is a continuous linear operator from C(S) to C(T), then

(a) u is an averaging operator for <p if and only if icf>°)*ip) = p for

all t £ T (where (<p°)* is the operator dual to <f> ), hence, if and only if psf>~

= p   for all t £ T.

(b) u  is a regular averaging operator for <p  if and only of p   is a prob-

ability measure on S with support p   C <f>~  it), for all t £ T.

Note that if u: C(S) —> C(T) is a continuous linear operator, the functional

p   defined in Lemma 2.1 is precisely  u*ip), where u*  is the operator dual to u.

Corollary 2.2.   // u is an averaging operator for (p: S —> T and p  = u*ip )

for t £ T, then p (tp-1(r)) = 1 for all t £ T.

Lemma 2.3.   Let Q, S, T be compact Hausdorff spaces and let if/: Q—» S,

cp": S—>T be continuous maps with  </3i/r onto.

(i) If w is a (regular) averaging operator for cßifj, then wifj is a (regular)

averaging operator for cf>.

(ii) // if), <p are both onto with (regular) averaging operators  v, u respec-

tively, then  uv is a (regular) averaging operator for </></r.

Proof.   (i)iwi¡j )</>   = wicfiifr)   = idc(T1.

(ii)   iuv)icpiff)   = uivifj )<p° = u<f> = idC(Ty-

For a topological space  X, let  E(X) denote the collection of all closed

nonempty subsets of X.   The finite topology in  F(X) is the topology generated

by the sets of the form (U^... , U¿= \A £ F(X): A dj^i/. and A n U. 4

0  tot i = 1, • • • , n\, where \U    .. . , U  i is a finite collection of open sets in

X.   For a detailed account of the finite topology, which includes the content of

the following lemma, see [6].

Lemma 2.4.   // X  is compact Hausdorff, then so is  F(X).

Given any net Aa in F(X), let lim inf Aa (resp., lim sup Aa) denote the
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set of points x £ X for which  V O Aa is eventually (resp., frequently) nonempty

for every neighborhood  V of x.   Clearly,  lim inf Aa C lim sup Aa, both are closed

subsets of X, and, if X is compact,  lim sup Aa/= 0.   The following lemma is an

easy consequence of the definitions.

Lemma 2.5.   // X is compact H aus dor fj and Aa is a net in  F(X), then A   —>

A  in the finite topology of F(X) if and only if lim sup A    = A = lim inf A  .

We define  F*(X) to be  F(X) with the empty set 0 adjoined as an isolated

point.   The topology of F*(X), when F(X) is given the finite topology, is also

called the finite topology.   Moreover, a mapping <& from a topological space S

to F*(X) is again called lower semi continuous (l.s.c.) if \s £ S: V n fj>(s) / 0 j

is open for every open  V C X.

Lemma 2.6.   Let X, Y, Z be compact Hausdorff spaces.

(i)   //</>: X —» Y  is continuous and <ï>: Y—> F*(Z)  is l.s.c, then the mapping

from  X to  F*(Z) given by x —> <1)(qS(x))  is l.s.c.

(ii)   // í>: X —> F*(Y)  is l.s.c. and </>: Y —> Z is continuous, then the mapping

from X to F*(Z) given by x —> </>(<I>(x)) is l.s.c.

(iii)   // Oj: X—> F*(Y) and $2: Y^F*(Z) are l.s.c, then the mapping $

/ro777 X to  F*(Z) given by $U) = (\}W2(y): y £ $ x(x)\)~ is l.s.c.

Proof.    Since any map  6: X —> Y is continuous if and only if the set-valued

map x —> \0(x)\ is l.s.c, it suffices to prove (iii).

Now, for any set-valued map 0  from a space  S  to the subsets of a space   T,

and any subset W of T, let W(0)  denote the set \s £ S: W n 0(s) / 0 j.   If We de-

fine the set-valued map «I^Oj  on  X  by  $2$1(x) = \J\$2(y): y e^MJ,  then it

follows from our definitions that for any subset  V of Z,     V(<E>2<£j) = [V(<I) 2)](<I) j).

Hence,   V(<&2<$>A is open whenever   V is open since $2  and «Pj  are l.s.c.   There-

fore, $ is l.s.c. since   V(<D) = V^OjOj)  whenever  V is open.

3.   Existence theorems for regular averaging operators.   Throughout this sec-

tion,  5 and T ate compact Hausdorff spaces and <f> is a continuous map of S onto

T.   We derive some necessary and sufficient conditions that c/> admit a regular

averaging operator.

Proposition 3.1.   The map p —» support p from M(S) to  F*(S) is l.s.c. relative

to the weak* topology of M(S).

Proof.   Suppose not.   Then there is an open set  V C S,   a measure p0 £ M(S),

and a net pa in  M(S) which converges weak* to pQ  such that   V n support p0 4

0 and Vn support pa= 0  for all a.   Choose a compact set K C V such that

\p0\(K) > %0|(V)  and choose  h'   £ C(K) suchthat  ||*'|| < 1 and fK h'dpQ > '^(V).
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Extend h   to h £ C(S) with  IIell < 1  and h = 0 outside  V.   Then

\p0(h)\ Ík^^O + JvXK^O    > V K\{V) - \^V^K) > °-

But we also have pAh) = 0-since paih) —> pA.h) and 6 = 0 on support pa for all

a.   Therefore, assuming the proposition is false leads to a contradiction.

Corollary 3.2. For any continuous linear operator u: C(5) —» C(T), the map

t —»support u*ip ) from  T to  F*iS)  is l.s.c.

Proof.   This follows from Proposition 3.1, Lemma 2.6 (i), and Lemma 2.1 (i).

Corollary 3.3.   // u is a regular averaging operator for cf>, then /—»support u*ip)

is a l.s.c. section of </>.

Proof.    By Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 2.1.

Theorem 3.4. A necessary condition that the continuous surjection cf>: S—>

T admit a regular averaging operator is that cf> admit a l.s.c. section. If S is a

Milutin space and T is metrizable, then this condition is also sufficient.

Proof.   In view of Corollary 3.3, only the second statement requires verifi-

cation.

Let $ be a l.s.c. section of <p.

Case 1. Suppose that S is metrizable. By a theorem due to Milutin and

Pejfczynski (see [9, Theorem 5.6, p. 32] and [4]), there is a continuous map \fi of

of the Cantor set K onto T which admits a regular averaging operator. By Lemma

2.6(i), the map from K to F(S) which takes x e K into $(i/f(x)) is l.s.c. Hence,

by a selection theorem of Michael [7, Theorem 2], there is a continuous map Q:

K^S such that 6ix) £ a>(</r(x)) for all x £ K. Since $(</>(*)) C <p~ H<M*)) for all

x e K, it follows that ifi = cf>6. But ifr admits a regular averaging operator and so,

by Lemma 2.3(i), so does cf>.

Case 2.   Suppose now that S is an arbitrary Milutin space.   Then, for some

index set A, there is a continuous surjection  cf>.: D    —>S which admits a regular

averaging operator, where  D = [0, l[.   Since  T is metrizable, the map ifj = <p<p,:

D    —» T depends on at most countably many coordinates (see [10, Theorem 4])

i.e., there is a countable subset  N of A   such that if n: D    —> D     is the natural

projection map, then i/r(x) = iftiy) whenever Trix) = niy).   Therefore, if 6: D    —'

D     is any continuous section of 77, then if/ = djdn.   Now, by Corollary 3.3, <p,

admits a l.s.c. section <Dj: 5 —> FiDA)  and if we define $2: T —» FiDA) by 02(/)

= (Ui$i(s): s e ®W>~ and ®y T— F(°N) by *3(') = *ri®2^> then> by Lemma

2.6, <ï>2 and $3 are both l.s.c. Moreover, it t £ T and y e <ÏC(r), then y = nix)

for some  x £$((),  and since

<D2(/) c (Ui^T lU): s e ó' Hi)!)" = 0- !<p- Hi) = -A" Hi),
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we have

ifjß(y) = yjßnix) = ifj(x) = t

so that <Pj  is a l.s.c. section of if/6.   But D     is metrizable.   Hence, Case 1 ap-

plies and if/6 = </></> jo admits a regular averaging operator.   By Lemma 2.3(i), then,

</> also admits a regular averaging operator.

Corollary 3.5.   Any continuous open surjection of a Milutin space onto a com-

pact metric space admits a regular averaging operator.

Proof.   For any surjection </>: S —> T and any subset  V of S,    </>(V) = \t £ T:

V n <f>~ (t) /: 0 \.   Therefore,  <f> is open if and only if t —» c/>-  (t) is l.s.c.

Remark 3.6.   The proof of Theorem 3-4, for the case when S is metrizable,

could also have been carried out by using an argument due to Michael (see [8]

where Corollary 3.5 is proved for an open map between metric spaces).   In brief,

it involves applying a selection theorem of Michael to the mapping / —> co $(r),

where 0 is the l.s.c. section of <f> and co 3>(i) is the closed convex hull of $>(t),

regarding S as embedded in M(S) with the weak* topology (via the map s—>p ).

Using the same argument and a selection theorem of Corson and Lindenstrauss,

as is done in [3, Theorem 2.6], it can be shown that Theorem 3.4 also holds when

S is a compact subset of CQ(Y) for some discrete space V, where C~0(r) is the

collection of all scalar-valued functions /on T which vanish at infinity (i.e., for

every e > 0,    |/(y)| > e  for only finitely many  y £ T),   endowed with the topology

of pointwise convergence.   In [3, Example 5], Corson and Lindenstrauss also show

that, for general S, Corollary 3.5 may fail to hold.   In §6   we give an example of a

continuous surjection which admits a l.s.c. section and admits an averaging oper-

ator of norm < 1 + e, tot each e > 0, but does not admit a regular averaging oper-

ator.

For arbitrary  S and  T, if  </> admits a continuous section a: T—>S, then qxr

= id.j.  and o <f>   = idc(7.y   Hence,  o    is a regular averaging operator for </>.   How-

ever, as Corollary 3.5 indicates,   </> may admit a regular averaging operator but not

admit a continuous section (for example, the map z—>z    of the unit circle onto

itself is a continuous open surjection which admits no continuous section).   In

certain situations, this cannot happen.

Theorem 3.7.   '/ S is a Milutin space and T is metrizable and totally dis-

connected, then cf> admits a regular averaging operator if and only if c/> admits a

continuous section.

Proof.   Let  c/> admit a regular averaging operator.

Case 1.   Suppose that  5 is metrizable.   Then, by Theorem 3.4,  <f> admits a

l.s.c. section  0 which, in turn, by a theorem of Michael [7, Theorem 2], admits a
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selection, i.e. a continuous function a: T—>S such that ait) £ $(/) for all t £ T.

Since <&(/) C cf>~  it) for all  t £ T,   a is a continuous section of <p.

Case 2.   Suppose now that S is an arbitrary Milutin space.   Then, as in the

Proof of Theorem 3.4 (Case 2), there is a continuous surjection <p.: D    —> S

which admits a regular averaging operator, for some index set A, and a countable

subset N of A  such that it n: D    —» DN is the canonical projection map and 9:

D    —» D     is any continuous section of 77, then <prp, = tptp,Ö77.   By Lemma 2.3(ii),

</>(/>,   admits a regular averaging operator.   Since dxf>, = cpcp'.dn,  it follows, then,

from Lemma 2.3(i) that   </></>^6 admits a regular averaging operator.   But çSçSjo

maps D     onto  T and D     is metrizable so that, by Case 1,  cj>cf>.6 admits a con-

tinuous section a.   Hence,  cpcp.da = id_ and so cf>A)a is a continuous section of <f>.

Remark 3.8. For the special case when S is metrizable and T is countable,

Theorem 2 of [4] furnishes an alternate proof of Theorem 3.7. Under these circum-

stances, using the notation of [4, Theorem 2], KJ.eT^ is countable, so for some

x £ I, di- , x) is continuous at t for all t £ T and hence is a continuous section

of cp.

4.   An existence theorem for l.s.c. sections.   As above, let S and T be com-

pact Hausdorff spaces and </>: 5 —> T a continuous surjection.   We derive neces-

sary and sufficient conditions in topological terms that  cf> admit a l.s.c section.

Definition 4.1.   Let m be the topological weight of T, i.e.,  m is the small-

est cardinal number which is the cardinal number of a base for the topology of  T,

and let ti be the first ordinal whose cardinal number exceeds  m.   For any collec-

tion T C F*iS), let  cl T be the closure of T relative to the finite topology of

F*iS).   Now, for / e T, set

AtfKt) = .p" Hi).

Then A^0)(T) C F*iS) and cl A^0)(T) consists of all those sets K £ F*iS) such

that K = lima<p~ (¿a) (in the finite topology) for some net ta in T. It is clear,

in fact, that ta must converge to some t„ £ T and K C </>" (O» and t'lat tnis is

also the case whenever K = lima Ka, where KaC cf>~ (ia), for some net ¿ain T.

Hence, for t £ T, cl A(P\T) n F*icp~1it)) consists of all those closed sets K C

4>~lit) for which K = lima rp~H<a) for some net ta—> i. Let A¿ it) be the inter-

section of all these sets, i.e.,

A^Ht) = (Mel A$\T) n F*icp-\t))).

Then,  cp—lit) D A<£Xt) £ F*iS).   By induction, define A^a), for a < ti, by

\£Xt) = Hid \$-lXT) n F*(çT Hi)))     if a - 1  exists,

A^(/) =    fi A^\i)     if a  is a limit ordinal,
8<a

and let A^ be denoted by A ..
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It is clear that, for all  / £ T, each  A ," (r)  is a closed (possibly empty) sub-

set of <p- l(t) and, if ß < a, then A^\t) C \f\t).

Proposition 4.2.   (i)   The map  A,: T—> F*(S)  is l.s.c.

(ii)   // 0  is any l.s.c. section of <f>, then <K/) C AM) for all t £ T.

Proof.    Denote  A¿  and  A^a) by  A  and A(a) respectively.

(i)   Since  T has topological weight m, every point t £ T has a neighborhood

base  B(t) with card B(r) < m.   If we suppose that  A is not l.s.c, then there is a

t £ T and a closed neighborhood  V of a point s £ A(i) such that, for every B £

B(t), there is a tß £ B with   V n A(t   ) = 0.   Also, m must be infinite and Í1, there-

fore, is a limit ordinal.   By a standard compactness argument, we get that, for

every ß £ B(t), there is an ordinal  aß < Q such that V n A'aBV„) =0.   Now,

card B(r) < m and card aß < m for every B £ B(z), since every a    < Í1, so that,

if a = sup {aß: B £ B(z)j, then card a < m and hence, a < fi.   Since V n A(a)UB)

= 0 for every B £ B(t), it follows that s i K = lim sup A(a)(/ß).   But A(a+1)(r)

C K, since /ß —> / and some subnet of (A    Vp))gEB(,) converges. This is a con-

tradiction, since s £ A(t) C A.(a+1)(z).

(ii)   From the definition of A(t), it clearly suffices to show that, for any a<

fi, if $(r) C A(a)(0 for all t £ T, then $(/) C A(ct+1)(r) for all t £ T.   Suppose

then that <&(t) C A(a)(r) for all / £ T and let s £ $Kf „), where z0 £ 7 is arbitrary.

Let X £ cl A(a)(T) O F*(cS- H/0)).   Then X = lim A(a)(/r) for some net ty -. i0.

Since $  is l.s.c, every neighborhood of s  eventually meets every  $(z   ).   But

$(rr) C A(a)0r)  for all  y.   Therefore,  s £ X.   It follows that $(in) C A(ct+1)(r0)

for any  tQ £ T.

Corollary 4.3.   c/> admits a l.s.c. section if and only if A,(t) / 0 for all t £ T.

Corollary 4.4.   // S is a Milutin space (or a compact subset of CAT) for

some discrete T) and T is metrizable, then cf> admits a regular averaging oper-

ator if and only if A At) / 0 for all t £ T.

Proof.   By Theorem 3.4, Remark 3.6, and Corollary 4.3.

5.   Lower bounds for the norms of averaging operators.   In this section we

see what can be said about lower bounds for  \\u\\, where u is an averaging oper-

ator for a fixed continuous surjection <f>: S—>T between compact Hausdorff spaces.

Our results are related in kind to previous work of Amir, Arens, and Pejtzynski.

The following proposition is basic to the discussion.

Proposition 5.1. // u is an averaging operator for <f> and if, for t £ T, we

let ßt = u*(pt) and Rf = ||/i(|| - \p(\((f>~ \t)), then for any net ta—> tQ in T, we

have
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lim inf R,   > 1 + ||p,  II - 2|u   |(liro sup <f>~ \t„))■

Proof.   Let SQ = lim sup <p_  (ia),    m = |pI0|(Sn), and M = ||pín||.   Then SQ

is a closed nonempty subset of cf>~ it A and <p_ (i ) is eventually contained in

each neighborhood of SQ.

Let e > 0 be arbitrary.   By the regularity of ptQ, there is a compact set K C

SV0 such that  |p/n|C0 > M - m - e.

Let  V be an open neighbothood of S    with V n K = 0 and let W C V be a

closed neighborhood of S      Then letting  K' = S\K, we have  |pi0|(K' V0) < t and

Ip^KV) <ra + f.

Choose hQ £ C(K) with  ||¿>n|| < 1 and

Extend hQ to h{ £ C(S) with  ||£J < 1  and è 11 V = 0.   Then

> M - m - e.
'0

> M - m - 2í.k0(vi = |/kvví"k'\v*i^0
Choose ¿2  e C(S) such that 0 < A>2< I,    b2 = 1 on  W, and h2 = 0 on S\V.

Then

I/i, (*,)| < I/i, K^< I/Ç |(V)< m + e.
'o   ¿ lo    ¿ o

Now, eventually we have cf>~  (ia) C W,    |p/a(Ai)| > M - ttz - 2e,  and |pIa(¿2)|

< m + e.   By Corollary 2.2, pia(</>~   (fa)) = 1, so that, if we let

vw>-Va)
then we eventually have 11 + cn\ < m + e and, hence, eventually,

\pt \iV\cp-HtJ) >   f A  ¿|p( I > |cj > 1 - » - <,
Jv\4>-lua) a

and

If,  KAV)>   flA.M«    ¡> |p, (A.)| >M-m-2(.

Therefore, we eventually have

lip,  II > \pt  K<£~ l(taV> + l-m-c + M-m-2c,
a a

i.e.  R,a> 1 + M - 2m - 3e, which proves the proposition.

In order to properly state the corollaries which follow from the above propo-

sition, we require some definitions..

Definition 5.2.   For the continuous surjection <p: S —► T, let

pi<f>) = inf\\\u\\: u is an averaging operator for rpi.

Hence,  cf> admits no averaging operator if and only if picf) = <*>.

Definition 5.3.   For T C F(S) and t £ T, let
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¿5(F) = supin: T contains n disjoint sets, 0 < 72 < <*>!

and

zV(í; D = S(cl T n F(0- Ht))),

where cl T is the closure of T relative to the finite topology of F(S).   Now let

A^ = i <p~l(t): t £ T\ and N At) = N(t; AA   Finally, for any positive integer k

and sequence of integers «[,••■,»,>  1, define  AJ¿  (n l, • • • , n,)  inductively as

follows:

A^Xn^^lcß-Hn-.N^A^ynA,

A$\nv... ,  nk) = {cf>-l(t): N(t; A J-1^, • • ■ , «fe_j)) > «J    if  A > 2.

Corollary 5.4.   // A^\n v . . . , »¿¿0, then p(cp) > l+2S^=1(l- I/72.).

Proof.   Suppose that zz is an averaging operator for <f> and p  = u*(p ) fot t

£ T.   Now, if Av'(72,, • • • , n) / 0, then for some z„ £ T there is a net z"a—> z„

in  T such that each </>_1('a) £ A^~    («j, • • • , n._A (or A ,, if j = 1) and

\pt   \(lin su? 4>-l(t))<(l/n)\pt  \(4>~l(t0)).

By Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 2.2,

liminfR,   >1+R,   +(1 -2/n.)\p,  \(<p~ l(t A) > R,   +2(1-1/«.).
a '0 '        0    ' 0 7

Since  A;¿  (72 ,,•••, «.) ^ 0 , it follows that for arbitrary  e > 0  there are points

l0' ti'"'*th m  T such that' for 0<t <*- 1,    Rt¿ + 1 > Rí¿+ 2(1 - l/nk_t) -

e/&.   Summing over i, we get

Rt   >Rt   +2  Z   I1- — J  "i-
'*       'o        ¿tí  \       "i/

Hence

l«ll> IK   !>!+«,   > 1 + 2  ¿ ( 1 - — )

which completes the proof.

Corollary 5.5.   // A ̂ "'(2, 2, • • • , 2) 4 0 ior a^ n< then <f> admits no averaging

operator.

Corollary 5.6.   p(q>) > sup {3 - 2/NM): t £ T\.

Proof.   Since we know that p(cp) > 1, it suffices to show that, if N^(t) > n >

2 for some t £ T, then p(cf>) > 3 - 2/n.   But, if N At) > 72 > 2, then A^n(«) ¿ 0 .
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Hence, the result follows from Corollary 5.4.

Remark 5.7.   (i)   The numbers   1 + 22.=1(l - 1/rz.) appear as well in a paper

of Amir [1, Theorem l] wherein a lower bound is found for the norms of projections

of BiS, 2) onto C(S), where 2 is a field of subsets of S which contains a base

for the topology of S and BiS, 2) is the uniform closure in /   iS) of the subspace

spanned by the characteristic functions of members of 2.   If we identify BiS, 2)

with CiM), where M is the maximal ideal space of BiS, 2), then the projections

correspond  to averaging operators for the natural map of M onto S (essentially,

the restriction map BiS, 2)* —* C(S)* restricted to M) and Amir's lower bound

theorem can be obtained by applying Corollary 5.4.   (ii)   Another result obtainable

from Corollary 5.4 is Pefczyiiski's theorem on maps of Cantor type [9, Proposition

9.8, p. 49], since it is easily shown that if <p: S —> T is of Cantor type and

F\^ 4 0  (see p. 49 of [9] for definitions), then  A^~l }(2, 2,. . . , 2) 4 0   so that

pi(f>) > 1 + 22™",V¡ = m.   (iii)   For compact spaces, Corollary 5.5 considerably

generalizes a related theorem of Arens [2, Theorem 3.1].   (iv)   Corollary 5.5 ap-

plies, for example, to the Cantor map from the Cantor set K onto the unit interval

/, i.e., the map taking 20O_12rf./3* onto 200_1rf./2!, for every sequence £. £ [0, 1|

(see [9, Corollary 9.12]), and to an example given by Arens [2, Theorem 3.5].   It

also applies to the map of the unit interval onto itself which extends the Cantor

map and is constant on the disjoint intervals of I\K.   We can therefore state the

following.

Corollary 5.8.    There is a continuous map of the unit interval onto itself which

admits no averaging operator.

6.   An example.   In this section we show that there exist compact Hausdorff

spaces  5 and  T and a continuous surjection  </>: S —> T such that </> admits an

averaging operator of norm   1 +2/m, tot every integer m > 2, but <f> admits no reg-

ular averaging operator, i.e., the greatest lower bound pi<f>) = 1, but it is not

attained.

Let N be the positive integers and for m £ N, let /     = ¡0, 1, • • • , m - l\.

For m > 2, let S     be that subset of the plane consisting of all points of the form

(0, 2m + j), where j £ ]   , or of the form (1/m, 2m + j), where n £ N,    j e /      and

j 4 n modulo m.   Let T = \0\ \j \l/n: n £ N\ and let <p   : S    —» T be projection

onto the first coordinate.   Then S     and T ate compact and ¿>     is a continuous
m r rm

surjection.   Note also that S     and S    are disjoint if m 4 n.
' m n '

Define u   : C'S   ) -. C(T) as follows.   If / e C(S   ), let
m        x   m- ' m"

«„,(/>(<»= I     Z   /(0,2- + /)
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and, tot n £ N   if n = k modulo m, where k £ /   , let' 777'

0»(ï) ■ >■ 2"ttU S (îTi' (? 2" + ') - »"¿"D '* 2" + ") ■

It is easily checked that  zz     is an averaging operator for  </>     and that   ||zz   ||

=   1  +  2/772.

For each k £  I   , let
m'

L« - 1(0, 2*+/):* ,*; 6/J.

Thencl i^'Hr)!,^ O F*(r^-1(0)) consists precisely of </T *(0) and the sets L™,

fee/.' 777

It shall follow from what is proved below that </>     admits no regular averaging

operator.   However, this fact can be seen directly either by Corollary 4.4, since

A<p   (O) = II. 6i   L™ = 0) °r by Theorem 3.7, since </>     clearly admits no contin-

uous section.   In fact, it is not too difficult to show that p(d>   ) = 1 + 2/m.' r     ^777

We define S and </> as follows.   Let X = (J   >2S     and let S = ß(X), the

Stone-Cech compactification of X.   Let c/S: S —>T be the unique continuous map

such that </> I X is projection onto the first coordinate, i.e., <f>\S    = </>     for ttz > 2.

Then, for each m~>2, the map f —> u   (f\ S   ),   f £ C(S), is clearly an aver-

aging operator for c/> of norm  1 + 2/m.

It remains to show that </> admits no regular averaging operator.   Note that

this cannot be derived from Theorem 3.4 since  </> does admit a l.s.c. section.   In-

deed, it is clear that  A At) = </>"   (t),  if / / 0, whereas

0/ A^(0)C Ax.

The latter statement can be seen as follows.   Every set  K / c/>~  (0)  in i- =

cl \<fi-1(t)\teT n F*(<p-l(0)) has the property that  K O X = Um>2Lfem  for some

sequence  (k   )   >2.   Therefore, for every finite collection of limit sets  Kj, • ■ • ,

K    in £,    C\r.   ,K. / 0, since, in fact fl'   .K.nS    / 0   if ttz > r (because
r '     '   'z = l    7       ^ ' z = lz m       ^

HLlLr¿ = KO, 2m + 7): 7 4•*!»•■•, *,!).   By compactness, then,  A^n(0) = f|£ /

0.   But since A^(i) = c/>~ '(/)  for / / 0, it follows that A^(0) = A^n(0).   Hence,

A ,(0) 4 0 ■   The fact that AAO) C S\X follows from the observation that, for

every m > 2 and k £ J   , there is a limit set K £ i.  with the property that K n Sm

-L-   H¡nce, A^O)n\=nfee/mL« = 0.

Suppose that c/> admits a regular averaging operator u. Then, by Lemma 2.1,

t —> p = u*(p ) is a weak* continuous map from T to M(S) and each pt is a prob-

ability measure with support pt C <p~ (/). Moreover, by Proposition 4.2 (ii), Cor-

ollary 3.3, and our remarks above,
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support p0 C cp     (0)\X.

For each r > 2, let X   = U-     S. and  V  = X .   Let u   = u, / , tot n £ N.
—     ' r z>r    i r r rn      ^l/n'

Claim l.    For any sequence of integers  r   —> °°,    ^ (Vr ) —> 0.

Suppose not.   Then for some sequence  r  —» oo, there exists e > 0  and a sub-

sequence (r i)    .,  such that p  >iYT <) > f for all n.   Let ct be any infinite sub-
n n 'n£N rn        Tn     — '

.set of (72 I   £N  whose complement in  \n \  eN  is also infinite and let

H^v'-'K
Then, for any / e a,    p.iKj = p .( y,;.) > e.   Now, if H^ = \JjeJ.XT. H <p_ Hi//)),

then, since r   —> oo,    /7a is both open and closed in X.   Therefore,  rCa= Ha is

both open and closed in S = ßiX)  so that p  '(K^) —* Pr^K^.   But t^1's *s impos-

sible since p 'iKj > c it n   £ a, whereas p '(K^) = 0 if tí   4 a.   This proves

Claim 1.

Now, for n e N, let  A    = jr: p (V ) > l/7\, and let the sequence r    be defined by

r   = max A       if A    is bounded,

n otherwise.

Claim 2.   r

Suppose not.   Then there exists r> 2 and a subsequence (r ') of (r ) such

that r i < r tot all n.   Therefore, we eventually have u 'iY ) < V2 and, hence,
n J n       r

u >ÍK) > V2, where K = LT     S..  But  K is both open and closed in  S.   Hence,
' n — z^r    i

pAK) > l4.   However, this is impossible since  K C X and support pQ is disjoint

from X.

Therefore,  r   —> oo and u (V, ) > l4 tot all n, which contradicts Claim 1.
'     n nn     Tn' —    * '

Hence  <p does not admit a regular averaging operator.

Added in proof.    A better result can be obtained in Proposition 5.1.   The

author was made aware of this by calculations of the same sort which appear in

the paper Norm reduction of averaging operators, by H. B. Cohen, M. A. Labbe,

and J. Wolfe, soon to appear.   With reference to the proof of Proposition 5.1, if

we use the fact that

J h2dp     -1    =  \]b2dtlt    "M
\J ln \J      L        'n

lim |cj = lim

^n(50)+L\cè2^    "I

we easily obtain the sharper inequality

lim inf Rt >IKJ + I1-/Ç (VI-Im, (V
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or, letting AQ = 0-1(zo)Vo,

lim inf R    > R     + \p    (A   )\ + \p    \(A  )
'a 'o *0 '0

which, incidentally, shows that the function  t —> Rt is lower semicontinuous.
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